Context / Background Information

Oxford Reference Online  http://www.oxfordreference.com/
Entries in encyclopedias published by Oxford Univ. Press; authoritative alternative to Wikipedia

The Cambridge History of Latin America  E-book version with chapter pdfs
Main Library   F1410.C1834 1984  11 vols

Databases for Scholarly Articles

Academic Search Complete  large database with a broad range of articles on all areas of study; Useful for getting perspectives from many disciplines, and popular media sources. This is a great source for book reviews.

Art Full Text  articles in art and art history journals

Gender Studies Database  gender-engaged scholarship from all disciplines

Google Scholar  books and articles on any subject / Use “cited by” feature

HAPI (Hispanic American Periodicals Index)  journal article citations about Latin America, the Caribbean, and Hispanics/Latinos in the US

Historical Abstracts  important index to articles in world history journals (excl. N. America)

Music Index  scholarship on music and music history

Women’s Studies international  articles, books and more, covering women and gender

Worldwide Political Science Abstracts  articles in political science and public policy journals

Research Tools Everyone Should Know About

OBIS & OhioLINK  - catalog of books at Oberlin & catalog of books at other Ohio college libraries that you can request to have delivered to Oberlin

Journal Finder  - Comprehensive listing of Oberlin’s print and online periodical holdings (use tab on the main search box of the library website

ILLIad  http://illiad.oberlin.edu/illiad/logon.html  -- Inter-library loan; order full text of articles (PDFs usually), books not available in OhioLINK, and any other material not available at Oberlin
Strategies for doing historiographical research

Find reference works containing bibliographies of key sources
Use the suggestions below on this handout, search OBIS for an encyclopedia on your topic

Find a printed bibliography or annotated bibliography
Search OBIS for the term bibliography and your subject keywords, or use the bibliography of a major world history text

Find a published historiography of the topic
Search OBIS for topic with keyword “historiography” combined with your topic keywords

Find book reviews
Academic Search Complete - Advanced Search, limit to Document Type “Book Review”
Summon – Search for the title and author of the book

Find works that have been cited frequently
Use Google Scholar’s “Times Cited” feature to get a sense of how much attention the work has gotten from other scholars

Find “literature review” articles
These are articles that summarize important developments and key researchers on a particular subject. Try using the keyword “review” or

Read introduction, preface or historiography sections of books
Find a key book on the subject and scan the preface, introduction and appendices

Look at who is being cited in bibliographies of books and articles
You will find patterns, certain works or authors may be frequently cited, find which authors and works are identified in the introduction or preface

Identify important authors and seek other works by those authors
Use OBIS to search for books, or databases to find articles by authors that seem to be important in your research topic area

Find recent scholarship
Use the bibliography of a recent article to identify relevant sources; the author may have already collected the best scholarship on a topic and you can take advantage of that.

Consult with librarians
Sign up for a Research Appointment if you would like to schedule an individualized research consultation

Drop-in Academic Commons Research Desk
Mon-Thurs: 10-noon, 1-5, 7-midnight
Fri: 10-noon, 1-5
Sat: noon-5
Sun: noon-5, 7-midnight

Call (440) 775-5031 (hours are the same as Research Desk)
Email reference@oberlin.edu
jstarkey@oberlin.edu